U.S.S. Sagittarius — NCC-1894 (Archer-class scout vessel)
SHIP SPECS
Length: 45 meters Width: 22.5 meters Height: 9 meters
Crew Complement: 14
• C.O.
• X.O.
• Second Officer
• Helm Officer/Navigator
• Science Officer
• C.M.O.
• Nurse/Medical Technician
• Chief Engineer
• Sr. Engineer's Mate
• Engineer's Mate
• Engineer's Mate
• Lead Scout/Security Chief
• Field Scout/Security
• Field Scout/Security
Maximum rated speed: warp 9.4 (TNG scale)
Armament: (2) phaser emiters
Other equipment:
• (2) roving vehicles
• advanced sensor suite
• landing gear
• one transporter pad (for emergencies)
• one escape pod
• ladders, no turbolifts
• various probes
NOTES
As of 2266, the Archer-class scout vessels (named in honor of early Earth explorer
Jonathan Archer) represent some of the newest, most advanced technology in
Starfleet. In service for less than a decade, they are among the first ships to
feature modular components, making it possible to rapidly reconfigure the ship for
different mission profiles. Capable of extended high-warp travel, the small vessel is
also very fast and highly maneuverable at impulse. It relies on its reduced sensor
profile, agility, and celerity for its defense.
Because of its limited crew capacity, personnel who serve aboard Archerclass ships must be cross-trained in at least two professional disciplines essential to
onboard and mission operations. Duties are often shared by several personnel; one
crewmember might serve in two or three departments during the course of a
weekly duty cycle.

THE CREW
The following members of the Sagittarius's crew are profiled in detail in the original
series bible for Star Trek Vanguard. Here are additional details about their special
cross-training.
Commanding Officer
Captain (Adelard) Nassir, Deltan male
Tactical, warp engineering, cryptology
First Officer
Commander Clark Terrell, Human male
Tactical, xenobiology, impulse systems
Chief Medical Officer
Dr. Lisa Babitz M.D., Human female
Medicine & surgery, dentistry, piloting
Chief Engineer
MCPO Mike "Mad Man" Ilucci, Human male
Starship engineering, demolitions, martial arts
Science Officer
Ensign Vanessa Theriault, Human female (Mars native)
Astrophysics, xenology, linguistics, piloting, geology. Hobby: Knitting.
The following represents the rest of the ship's crew,
as of Vanguard #3 Reap the Whirlwind.
Second Officer
Lt. Commander Bridget McLellan, human female (Deneva)
Known to the rest of the crew as "Bridy Mac," she is a lean
woman of pale and angular beauty. Her areas of expertise
include computer science, flight operations, and combat tactics.
She has run several marathons, and her off-duty hours are
often spent running on a treadmill in sickbay while designing
computer programs in her head.
(Actor Template: Lara Flynn Boyle)
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Security / Field Scout
SCPO Razka, Saurian male
Approximately 35 years old, he is very young for a Saurian. He's
been in Starfleet for 17 years, and his courage, ingenuity, and
leadership skills have enabled him to rise quickly through the
ranks of non-commissioned officers. He can see in the normal
spectrum of visible light as well as in the infrared spectrum. He
has gills and can respirate underwater. In addition to his skills as
a marksman and martial-artist, he has medical training
equivalent to a paramedic and a master's degree in physics.
Helm Officer/Navigator
Lieutenant Celerasayna zh'Firro, Andorian zhen
Perfectionist. Aggressive as a pilot, as a sports competitor, as a
lover. Her long-form poetry has been published on Andor, to
critical acclaim but limited public notice. Skilled in gymnastics.
Hobbies include cooking alien cuisines, especially Vulcan and
Terran, and reading alien poetry. Other professional skills: warp
engineering, sensor diagnostics, computer programming. Plans
to marry on Andor, but "dates" several men and women.
(Actor Template: a blue Scarlett Johansson)
Nurse/Medical Technician
Ensign Nguyen Tan Bao, human male (Vietnam)
Dr. Babitz's right hand. Maintains medical equipment, handles
triage during emergencies, performs basic first aid, assists
during surgery. Trained in wilderness survival, zero g operations,
spelunking, mountaineering, diving. Sometimes accompanies
field scouts on hazardous landing missions. Teaching himself to
play the harmonica (at night, in a remote corner of the cargo
bay, behind some insulated crates). Popular with the ladies.
(Actor Template: Dustin Nguyen)
Senior Engineer's Mate
PO1 Salagho Threx, Denobulan male
Like most Denobulans, he doesn't sleep much. Works long shifts
repairing and upgrading systems throughout the ship. Boasts he
could take apart the whole ship in an afternoon and have it back
together and flying that night. Big, beefy, and hairy, he's from a
subculture with no nudity taboo—much to his crewmates'
chagrin. Sings in his native language; his voice sounds beautiful,
but the translated lyrics are crude and pornographic.
(Actor Template: W. Earl Brown)
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Engineer's Mate
PO2 Karen Cahow, human female (Terra Nova)
Know-it-all. Grew up on merchant ships. Has a knack for fixing
things, but never the way the manuals suggest. Trained as a
shuttle pilot, a medic, and a computer technician before becoming
a starship mechanic. Specializes in transporter systems. Is an only
child; hates sharing quarters, but has learned to cope. Has a
phobia about being on planets; has spent most of her life in space.
Has never fired a phaser in combat, only in basic training.
(Actor Template: Allison Mack)
Engineer's Mate
Crewman Torvin, Tiburonian male
Superior hearing enables him to detect minuscule malfunctions in
a variety of onboard systems, sometimes more quickly and with
greater specificity than his colleagues using tricorders. Young,
nerdy, enthusiastic, harboring a desperate and ultimately futile
crush on zh'Firro. Commisserates during shore leaves with Chief
Ilucci, whose own crush on Theriault is equally doomed. "We're
just tool-pushers," the engineers lament.
(Actor Template: Justin Long)
Lead Scout / Security Chief
Lieutenant Sorak, Vulcan male
IDIC in action. Excels at stealthy observation on alien planets.
Wilderness survival expert. Trained in medicine, archaeology, and
xenobotany. Has completed the Kolinahr ritual on Vulcan. One
hundred eighteen years old, and a fifty-six-year Starfleet veteran.
Tri-level chess grand master. Best vegan cook on the ship. Married
with four children. Rarely speaks, except to deliver necessary
reports. Has an unnerving stare. Holds an M.D. and two Ph.D.s.
(Actor Template: Terence Stamp)
Field Scout/Security
Lieutenant Niwara, Caitian female [ KIA on Jinoteur ]
A loner by nature. Likes to explore planets by herself, remains
out of contact for several days at a time. Skilled at wilderness
survival, foraging, hunting, tracking. Excellent night vision and
keen hearing, acute olfactory sense. Her homeworld is near
Tholian space, has skirmished with them, so she is suspicious
of Tholians. Knows how to whittle and sculpt soft stone.
Dislikes swimming, but knows how.
(Actor Template: M'Ress)
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BERTHING ASSIGNMENTS — U.S.S. SAGITTARIUS
(By Compartment Number on the Main Deck)
Single Quarters
01 – Capt. Adelard Nassir
13 – Cmdr. Clark Terrell
Shared Quarters
03 – Lt. Cmdr. McLellan, Lt. Cmdr. Lisa Babitz, M.D., Lt. zh'Firro
04 – Lt. Sorak, Ens. Tan Bao, MCPO Ilucci, Lt. Dastin
10 – Lt. Niwara, Ens. Theriault, PO2 Cahow, Ens. Taryl
11 – SCPO Razka, PO1 Threx, Spc. Torvin

OTHER ARCHER-CLASS STARSHIPS IN SERVICE
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Archer
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Arjuna
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Artemis
NCC-1968 U.S.S. Bowman
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Kyudo
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Locksley
NCC-xxxx U.S.S. Longbow
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